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I. Introduction

The economical importance of the Creative industries
in the Western Societies is becoming more and more
obvious. Speaking about the situation in the Netherlands
an example: the share of‘employment’ in the Creative
Industries in 2012 was much bigger than the one in
Agriculture, the Chemical Sector, the Metal Industry and
the Food Industry.

That poses numerous questions. To give a few:

• What do we understand by the “Creative
Industries”?

• What do the Creative Industries have to do with
Creativity, with the Creation of Knowledge and
with research in the Arts?

• Why is Cultural Entrepreneurship so important
for our Art Graduates?

• What are the challenges and opportunities for
School of Fine Arts?

In this brief study I will try to skim along all the
relevant aspects of the above mentioned questions and on
the “pro’s and con’s” of the Creative Industry as well as
for the Creative sector and the society, as for the Art
departments and Art Schools (“Higher Art Education”), as
direct “suppliers” of the Creative industry.

II. What do we understand by the Creative Industry?

The Creative Industries are often defined as those
that focus on creating and exploiting intellectual
property products, such as the Arts, movies, games or
fashion designs. They also include those industries that
provide business-to-business creative services, such as
advertising.

The UK Government Department for Culture, Media
and Sport (DCMS) define the Creative Industries as:

“Those industries which have their origin in individual
creativity, skill and talent and which have a potential for
wealth and job creation through the generation and
exploitation of intellectual property.”

The current DCMS definition recognizes eleven creative
sectors :

• Advertising

• Architecture

• Arts and Antique Markets (see also Restoration)

• Crafts

• Design (see also Communication Design)

• Designer Fashion

• Film, Video and Photography

• Software, Computer Games and Electronic
Publishing

• Music and the Visual and Performing Arts

• Publishing

• Television and Radio

The economical positioning of the Cultural Industries
teaches us that we have to deal with several elements: the
different disciplines and their professional practices in
the arts are interconnected; they are positioned in the
process of globalization and money is being made on
intellectual property-rights.

There have been further developments in the last
decade: there is much more attention for creative talent;
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there is a great attention for the “economy” of Design.
For example: (again from a European viewpoint) we see
often China as “our” factory, where “our” designs are
produced and/or copied.  But only in the last 5 to 10
years over 300 campuses have been started by the different
Chinese Governments to educate young people with
creative talents. The Chinese do more and more by
themselves, on the basis of their own creative and artistic
talents of their students.

Moreover, those students are very “hungry” to get an
education and later a job in the Creative Sector. None of
those campuses are called Academy of Fine Arts & Design
anymore (like in Europe), or, School of Fine Arts, but:
School for the Creative Industry. So, can we conclude
that Art Schools should become in the near future basically
“Schools for the Creative Industries”?

Do we have to see the “linking with the professional
practice” from this respect? There are visions that strongly
oppose to this idea: they see the Creative Industries as a
“conspiracy” against the Fine (Autonomous) Arts. And
indeed, there is a recent example at the University of
Brisbane, Australia, where there has been erected a ‘Faculty
for the Creative Industries’, and where the former and old
Faculty of Fine Arts has disappeared. Are the ‘autonomous’
Arts in danger, because of the Creative Industries?

On the other hand it is also true that the Fine Arts
have hardly played a significant role in the further
development of the so called New Media. Today there
are not yet born specific theories about the Creative
Industries, nor has there been developed a specific
framework of critics against the Creative Industries. One
thing is for sure: the cultural sector is of absolute necessity
for a further growth of the Creative Industries, and its
growth is beyond discussion in the global economy. Artists
do have a specific and important role in it (whether they
like it or not!).

In this respect it is interesting to see that, for example,
people from the IT businesses and Programmers explicitly
do not wish to be part of the Creative Industries. Artists
do, their Professional Practice becomes part of the Creative
industries, so Art Schools have to deal with this
phenomenon. If we want to look at the Professional
Practice from the point of view of the Art Schools, and
we take into account that we prepare most of our students
to play a creative and entrepreneurial role in the Creative
Industries, then the questions are:

• What kind of knowledge do Art Schools need:
especially actual knowledge from the
developments in the professional practice; how
can we collect that kind of knowledge and get it
into our Institutes?

• When and how should students be prepared and
in what phase (BA or MA) of their study?

• Do we have ‘examples of good practice’?

• What kind of difficulties we will encounter in
realizing our proposals?

We come back to that.

III. What do the Creative Industries have to do with
Creativity, with the Creation of Knowledge and with
research in the Arts?

Higher Education in the countries of the European
Community, also including the whole conglomerate of
Academies of Fine Arts & Design, Music Conservatoires,
Theater- Dance- & Film Academies and the Schools for
Architecture have strongly reformed since 1999, conform
the so called “Bologna Declaration”. In this Declaration
Higher education is divided in three cycles: the Bachelor
Phase, the Master Phase and the PhD Phase (Bologna
Declaration, 1999).

For a very long time, till only a couple of years ago,
Art Education only had the first two Cycles  and no
formal Research or Ph.D. programs. That was specifically
the case in the Western European Countries and had a lot
to do with history and with the fact that the Art Schools
never were part of the formal University System. Now
that is all changed in a positive way. Research in the Arts
nowadays is recognized as such and also Ph.D. Programs
in the Arts are coming up more and more. But, what is it,
what is research in the arts?

Research in the Arts is about a kind of research in
which the Arts is the starting point and result in itself.
And, Research in the Arts is not only about an individual
work of Art: for example a painting, a choreography, a
composition, or a visionary architectural plan. They have
of course their own value but are also the result of a
thorough full research path , however in recent history it
never has been mentioned like that.

And, the creation of knowledge in the Arts also has
got numerous applied possibilities. Think about the many
different forms of design, as we know them, of Pop
music, of therapeutically forms of working with Dance
and Music, etcetera. In the last 40-50 years many different
developments have taken place in theatre, music, design,
fine arts, dance and architecture and in the diverse mixtures
of those. Speaking as a Dutch citizen, I give you some
examples: Dutch Design has become world-famous and
every time our Royal Family pays a State Visit to whatever
county they ask the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra or
the Netherlands Dance Theatre to accompany them.
Indeed, the Dutch Arts do have a very high quality level,
thanks to a history of decades, centuries of dedication
and…research in the Arts.

What does this all have to do with the Creative
Industries? With the rise and growth of the creative
Industries, a specific development has taken place that
looks a little bit like the situation in the ‘Thirties’. Famous
European scholars like Adorno, Horkheimer and
Enzenberger looked critically into this situation and
described it as the “Cultural Industry”. They meant by
that, that in this kind of ‘industry’ there is an alienation
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of the artist with his work and the industrial production
of his work has more to do with the manipulation of the
public, than bringing people a better, more interesting
and more beautiful life (Klaic,2007).

So, one way or another, there seems to be a (strong)
relationship between the Arts and the Creative Industries.
We have to ask ourselves how to deal with this
phenomenon.

The “guru” of the Creative industries, the American
Professor Richard Florida had in the beginning a different
orientation. Richard Florida’s orientation in his book “The
Rise of the Creative Class” is an approach from the
nineties, in which the Creative Industries function as
social renewal in the society: where other social or
political instruments failed, the creative industries were
capable to re-construct cities, or a nation, or  Institutions,
by “branding” them:  putting them ‘on the map’, in a
positive way of course,  via the power and ‘strength’ of
creative individuals and groups. For example: in the
Netherlands we have a city like Arnhem, now branded as
the “Fashion City” and a former Industry city Eindhoven,
now branded as “Design City”;  Rotterdam always was
branded as one of the biggest “World Ports”, and as the
“Gateway to Europe”, but now also branded as “City of
Art & Architecture”.

In Florida’s vision, creativity and the creation of
knowledge are notions on the same line. From him we
think statements like:

• Not knowledge, but creativity is the economical
motive in everything;

• The economy is about the human creativity: it is
the man that is central in the creative economy;

• The development, the stimulation, the tapping
and the application of human creativity is the
core challenge of this Age for City Councils and
Economists, for Educational people and for
managers. This challenge makes Human Resource
Management essential for the strategy of every
Company: “Innovation policy is HR Policy”.

These are some positive examples about the Creative
industries in the views of Richard Florida. Yet there have
been many developments in the last 10 – 15 years. Indeed,
there has been more attention for the creative talents on
one hand, but even more for the economical (read:
profitable) part of it. I mentioned already the 300 campuses
in China and what happened in Brisbane, Australia. It
becomes quite clear where now and in the near future
investments in Higher Art Education will take place.

IV. Why is Cultural Entrepreneurship so important for
our Art Graduates?

When there is more attention in the society for the
“economy” of Art and Design and for the Creative
Industries, graduates from our Institutes for Higher
education should become more and more aware of having
or getting more economic knowledge for different reasons.

It is pertinent for our Art graduates to become not only
very good in their art, but also to become ‘Cultural
Entrepreneurs’. The emphasis is on an Excellent Expertise
in your own field of study:  the average is not good
enough anymore. Collect enough knowledge in order to
get a good view on what is going in other disciplines and
cooperate with them. That is what is called: developing
“T-shaped” skills. T-shaped people are individuals who
are experts or specialists in a core skill but also have a
broad range of skills in other areas. A T-shaped person
combines the broad level of skills and knowledge (the top
horizontal part of the T) with specialist skills in a specific
functional area (the bottom, vertical part of the T). They
are not generalists, because they have a specific core area
of expertise, but are often also referred to as generalizing
specialists, as well as T-shaped people”. Now-a- days,
more and more emphasis should be given to the
entrepreneurial skills for our Art graduates (as the top
horizontal part of the “T”), apart from skills that have to
do with sustainability and responsibility for the Earth and
its inhabitants.

Firstly, it is important to have this entrepreneurial
knowledge to be able to come into the (labor) market and
to be able to maintain and develop oneself there. We do
not all have to become a “Steve Jobs” (the former CEO of
Apple), however he is an interesting example of a visionary
artist/designer and a great entrepreneur.  He questioned
fundamentally the existing systems and changed with Apple
an important part of our lives: the way we experience,
listen and download music, the way we use the digital
telephony, the way we use the internet, the way we use
our laptop, and on many other different ways. He operated
and could also operate in a world of independence and
inventive acting.

We in Europe have thought for a long time that the
world of the arts and of creative process is contradictory
to the entrepreneurial world. But Steve Jobs has proven to
us that this is not the case.  In contrary, entrepreneurial
skills become in the near future one of the key
competencies of the professional artists, designers, dancers,
musicians and creative other ones.

Secondly, entrepreneurial knowledge is important to
be able to successfully innovate. This is the third
“buzzword” in this paper. We now have Creativity,
Entrepreneurship and Innovation. Those three words are
beyond any doubt interconnected but each of them have
their own domain. The connecting link between creativity
and innovation is the word ‘new’.

In this paper we do not look into creativity as the
privilege only for artists. Creativity is here a general concept
not exclusive for the arts, and meaning: “to invent
impossibilities” (Hagoort, 2012). Most people who are
really creative do not work or think within existing rules
and frames of thinking, but try to invent and develop new
rules and new frames of thinking. Creativity is not
something ‘romantic’ or ‘mystic’. Only when we are going
to apply results of creative thinking we come close to
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innovation: to apply successfully the new into the existing
(and making this superfluous).

The next step is to go from innovation into a successful
“placement” of the artistic product into the market. For
that we need the Entrepreneurial Skills. Of course, I also
realize quite well that to have success in the end, there
are much more factors that can be relevant in this process
of creativity – innovation - entrepreneurship. Like for
example the way the whole process of creativity is
understandable for the decision makers and can be
followed. Or the whole (cultural) environment where
creativity can (or cannot) develop. Here we see factors as
freedom, space to work and think, organization, culture,
leadership and many others. But those factors can be
interpreted on different ways, from the point of view of
the arts. Example: sometimes we say that we need the
utmost ‘freedom’ to be able to produce a relevant piece
of art. But it is also true that beautiful and very impressing
works of art have been produced under very repressive
circumstances (think of the world famous painting
‘Guernica’ from Pablo Picasso).

We want to see our Art Graduates as creative young
people, then we should also offer them the possibility to
show to the outside world the innovative aspects of their
work and the usable aspects of it. After that the
entrepreneurial skills come in, and that is the reason that
this Cultural Entrepreneurship is so important from the
very first beginning of the professional practice of the
artist.

V. What are the challenges and opportunities for School
of Fine Arts?

We have seen that the Creative Industries are there
and we cannot think them away anymore  in our modern
society. We have seen that the Arts play a very substantial
role in the further development and meaning of the
Creative Industries. It is clear that the Creative Industries
have become very influential and powerful employers and
have become very important for a flourishing Professional
Practice of our Art Graduates. And we have seen that,
along the range of Creativity, Innovation and
Entrepreneurship, there is a growing need for our graduates
to have entrepreneurial skills. Again, they will not all
become Steve Jobs: most of our graduates will find their
way into SME’s: Small and Medium sized Enterprises. In
this, entrepreneurship is often being seen as “making the
business of tomorrow”, which is synonymous for
Innovation.  And ‘innovation’ often is the result of very
hard work, not only by one person, but often collectively.

If we look into the Apeejay College of Fine Arts,
Jalandhar (India) an esteemed Educational Institution and
recognized as a Centre of Excellence by the UGC, then I
see  new challenges and opportunities for further growth
and development. The Apeejay College of Fine Arts,
Jalandhar houses under its umbrella (among other
programs) MA and BA programs in Economics, in
Commerce and Management. Here we have a unique

opportunity to create on the same Campus  “cross-over’s”
between those programs and the Art Programs and this
can work on a number of different ways.

1. The first cross-over is to bring relevant knowledge of
the Economics, Commerce and Management
Departments into the curricula of the Art Programs.
My advice: Develop and ‘design’ specific parts in the
curriculum about the “Entrepreneurial aspects of the
professional practice of young artists and designers”.
Example: “Teach them not only how to become a
‘good’ artist or designer, but also a ‘successful’ and
influential artist or designer”. Teach them how to
‘survive’ in the outside world, how to deal with the
financial and business aspects of their professional
practice, like how to get into a Gallery, how to sell
your work, how to get a job in a Design Office, and
how to “sell” yourself as an artist/designer in the
outside world. Those preparations for the world “after
Graduation” should be started as early as possible
within the existing curricula.

2. A second cross-over is the other way round: bring
relevant knowledge from the Art Departments into
the Economics, Commerce and Management
Departments. As said before: “Creativity” is not the
exclusive domain of artists and designers: the society,
every society, needs creative economists, creative
commercial people and creative managers. My advice:
Organize joint projects between (the different years)
of the different departments and teach students “from
both sides” how important it is to be able to
cooperate, to be creative, and to understand each
other’s worlds and to really learn from one another.

3. A third cross-over could be for the School of Fine
Arts as a whole in relation to the needs of the city of
Jalandhar and its social organizations, entrepreneurs
and industries. How to make clear to the outside
world what a tremendous “ asset” it is to have a
School of Fine Arts within the city boundaries. Some
of the projects done by the students include “Design
Tools for the Blind People” and “Design your own
street” and many other ones indicating that the City
and the School can be of great meaning for one
another.

VI. Conclusion

There are many opportunities for the Departments of
the School of Fine Arts in Jalandhar, there are many for
the School itself and there are many for the School in
relation with the City.

Do we still have to be afraid for the Creative Industries?

I personally do not think so. As long as we are able
to maintain a critical attitude towards those Industries
and their growth and developments, we will also be able
to see them as the true challenges for the years to come,
for our graduates and for our curricula. If we maintain
thinking on this line of “Creativity – Innovation –
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Entrepreneurship” then new ideas will be born. They also
will further enhance, among other aspects, the quality of
the existing programs and the further improvement of the
quality and fame of the School of Fine Arts in Jalandhar
as a whole. Schools of Fine Arts or Universities – I
already said this in the beginning - with these different
types of Departments under one roof do have the best
chances to integrate successfully those different aspects.
Of course they must closely cooperate. But these Institutes
have by their nature the best chances to settle themselves
in the forefront of Higher Education. These institutes are
the ones to deliver in the near future the ‘angry young
men and women’ with a high quality educational
background for a growing economy - like the one in
India- for which it is absolutely necessary to be creative,
if its main aim is to develop successfully.
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